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The Forgotten Element of Graduate School: Coursework

A member of my dissertation committee once remarked “Grades will keep you in graduate
school but research will get you out.” The implication was that coursework is a necessary evil
on the road to a Ph.D. Indeed, most of the discussions on BenchFly focus on research
projects, research advisors, scoring the big paper or passing the dreaded prelim exam.
However, the fact is that graduate students spend most of their first year-and-a-half or two
years taking courses while they do research rotations and begin their research projects.
Someone is paying for that coursework, students are spending a lot of time taking it, and
faculty are spending time teaching it. So what is everyone getting for their money and time?

Ideally, graduate coursework should provide an intellectual basis for a research career but in
some cases graduate curricula constitute a dog’s breakfast of topics that look a lot like
professors’ recent research articles. A typical graduate curriculum requires the equivalent of
6-9 three-hour courses along with a couple communication courses and some research
seminars. The courses have different structures but are usually a mix of core concepts and
special topics – required courses and electives. The number of required courses has declined
over the past couple decades in favor of more electives and the standard three-hour course is
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evolving into multiple one- or two-hour courses.

The original model for a course was like the structures of bacterial genes – one course/one
professor. That evolved to eukaryotic genes with multiple exons and introns – team-taught
courses that in the extreme resemble a loosely structured seminar course. In the latter scenario
establishing a rapport with students is challenging to say nothing of grading and evaluating
classroom participation. Although most courses involve faculty talking to or at students, some
courses involve faculty assigning readings then leading critical discussions of the research
articles. This variety is probably a good thing because learning, especially at the graduate level,
is highly individualized. But it would be nice to know what students think. What kind of courses
do you get the most out of?

So here is the latest BenchFly quiz. Which of the following types of courses have you found
most valuable? We’re just talking about course structure here so ignore the reality that a really
good lecturer can make anything interesting whereas a really bad lecturer … well, you know.
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